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The word bespoke was invented in 
Savile Row, where suits were ‘to be 
spoken for’ by a specific client. We 
knew we had to create a bespoke 
building, featuring material and 
design quality to echo that tradition.
This is a unique artisan-created 
building for a special place 
within London.
 Stephen Pey 
 Associate Director 
 EPR Architects



This building is a piece of art; it is 
a tribute to Savile Row’s tailoring 
heritage, clad in 10,000 hand glazed 
ceramic tiles and positioned on a 
decorative sand-cast bronze plinth, 
a collaboration with renowned 
ceramic artist Kate Malone. 
 EPR Architects

The vision of EPR Architects; the climax 
of 30 years of my own research; the 
willingness of the teams to take pleasure 
in the craft of making; the confidence 
from planners, developers and architects 
made this a most extraordinary project.  
The result is a sharp, modern and 
intensely crafted work of art that stands 
on the streets of London to glisten and 
delight the public… a public work of craft.
 Kate Malone

























The crystalline glazes on the tiles are 
three-dimensional and come in four 
varying textures: three white and one black 
with blue crystals. The tiles reflect and 
refract daylight, capturing differing moods 
and subtly changing the appearance and 
tone of the building, depending on the 
weather and time of day. 

The use of projecting and recessed 
window treatments addressing Savile Row 
and Conduit Street is complemented with 
dark recessed reveals, providing depth 
to the façade and enhancing the unique 
hand glazed elevation. 



The Mayfair Conservation Area’s natural 
grain is reflected by the preservation of 
the historic plot widths that were created 
in the 1960s, when Savile Row was 
extended to meet Conduit Street. 

Contemporary sustainability features 
resulted in a BREEAM Excellent rating. 
It is one of the first buildings in London to 
be entirely LED-lit, uses more than 1,000 
sq ft of photovoltaics, a highly efficient 
VRV cooling system and boasts green/
brown roofs complete with terraces.
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